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Dinner Survey Results 15 comments Comments Just taste it DIRECT ADS (not accurate sizing) Recent visitors to Dragon City Chinese Restaurant Write a review! 0 reviews of Dragon City Chinese Restaurant, first by you? View all dishes These dishes from the Dragon City Chinese Restaurant menu are
directly contributed by Menuism users, as part of a restaurant review or as part of a photo upload. 121 E Broadway, Fulton, NY, US 13069351 cilvēks atzīmējās šeit. Atvērts·11:00 - 21:30Atvērts·11:00 - 21:30PirmdienaOtrdienaTrešdienaCeturtdienaYepdienaSestdienaSvētdiena1:00 - 21:3011:00 - 21:2
03011:00 - 21:3011:00 - 21:3011:00 - 22:3011:00 - 22:3011:00 - 21:30Sīkatt visusPage TransparencyFacebook shows information to help you better understand the purpose of a page. See actions of the people who manage and post content. Skatīt visu Open0.36 mi Hours Claim This Business Is This
Your Business? Claim now to update business information and menu immediately! Dragon City Restaurant on East Broadway in Fulton is a great place for Chinese cuisine. They are open seven days a week and offer take-in and swipe, but no delivery. We've been getting food from there for years and it's
always consistent and delicious.... My particular favorites are Sesame Chicken and Orange Chicken combos. More Unfortunately this restaurant is not on the OpenTable reservation network. If you want, we'll let you know by email if this restaurant joins. Is this your restaurant? Claim this offer COVID-19
Alert: Hours and menu options may be affected due to the COVID-19 corona virus. Contact the restaurant directly for updated information. Delivery Yes Payment Credit cards accepted Parking Yes Good for kids Yes Clothing Casual Alcohol No Reservations No Price point $$ $ - Cheap eats (less than
$10) $$ - Moderate ($11-$25) $$$ - Expensive ($25-$50) $$$$ - Very pricey (over $50) Wifi No Outdoor seats No 11/15/2020 - MenuPix User 10/03/2020 - MenuPix User 4 Reviews 4 reviews with an average rating of 4.0 stars are consolidated here. Consolidated assessments are included in the
calculation of the average rating of 4.0 stars which is based on 6 total ratings. Fulton, NY 13069 Claim this company 315-593-7007
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